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Chapter 1251 

When Fiorella walked out of Johnston Group, she did not leave the place immediately. Instead, she went 

to the coffee place opposite and ordered a cup of coffee to chill. 

She was waiting for Jared to come out and walk into her trap. 

In the afternoon, Jared continued working after lunch. He did not rest at all. 

Fiorella was comfortably having her tea time at the coffee place. She did not expect Jared to stay in 

there even during lunch break. 

The customers in the coffee place had shifted from group to group. 

Fiorella was the only one who continued sitting with her dessert and coffee. 

was starting to be impatient. ‘Did I overthink it? Is Jared really out of 

walked out of the coffee 

document. 

he would bump into Fiorella at the office 

search for Jared’s contact. She hesitated for a moment. 

phone suddenly rang. He took out his phone to check. ‘It’s Fiorella. Why 

into his pocket as he had no intention of answering the call. Then, 

waiting for Jared’s voice to come through. All of a sudden, a familiar figure flashed across her eyes. She 

immediately looked 

that person. She heard the ringtone too. So, she quickened her steps and watched that person get into 

the car. It so happened that it was Jared’s car too. ‘I knew it. He 

engine and was ready to leave. When he reversed his car and was about to drive forward, a figure 

suddenly appeared right in front of his car 

that Fiorella? Didn’t she leave 

was filled with questions. Fiorella slowly walked toward the passenger seat. ‘It really is Jared.’ 

Chapter 1252 

“Ms. Fiorella, is there anything you want to tell me?” Jared made a smart move by using his assistant as 

an excuse. It was only then that he managed to escape Fiorella’s question. 

“Mr. Jared, I don’t think this is a suitable place to discuss things. Let’s go to my clubhouse.” 

“Your clubhouse is too far from here. Let’s go to a nearby cafe. I know of a good cafe.” The nightmare 

Jared experienced at Fiorella’s clubhouse the previous time was still fresh in his mind. He did not want 



to step foot in that place again. Furthermore, Castor would not be there with him. It would be a 

challenge for Jared to handle Fiorella. 

“I’ve been sitting at the cafe the whole day. Why not let’s go to a restaurant nearby?” Fiorella had just 

come out from the cafe. Even her breath was filled with the smell of coffee. She could not drink any 

more coffee. 

“That’s fine.” As long as they were not going to her clubhouse and it was a place with more people, 

Jared was fine with going anywhere. 

“How about the Blue Whale Restaurant?” Fiorella raised her eyebrows and asked Jared. 

glanced at Fiorella. ‘She knows about this restaurant too. But that’s nothing extraordinary since it’s just 

a restaurant. It’s 

Fiorella, do you frequent that restaurant?” Jared asked the question 

good. Since I have the chance to eat with you, I thought we could try it 

widely at 

Nicole in the elevator lobby the last time, Fiorella did a background check on Nicole’s recent movement. 

She found out that Nicole frequented the Blue Whale Restaurant with Jared. She took 

Blue Whale Restaurant. What 

started the car engine and drove out of the 

from time to time. She did not know what to chat with him about. So, she decided to ask about the 

things he had done the past few 

Jared, I haven’t seen you for days. What have you been up to?” Fiorella 

Henry left behind.” Jared did not try to hide. Instead, he simply replied 

rant, “Damn it, this Henry Johnston. He actually dared to run away 

yet?” Fiorella looked at Jared and asked. She had no purpose behind the question. It was just purely 

Chapter 1253 

“This way, please.” The manager got what Jared meant and guided him and Fiorella to a relatively good 

spot at the restaurant. 

The manager was unsure why Jared did not sit at his usual spot, thus helping him to another seat 

instead. The scenery at the new seat was not as good as the place Jared and Nicole often frequent at. 

“Mr. Johnston, please take a look at our menu.” The manager handed the menu to him. 

“Ladies first. Ms. Fisher, you can order first.” Jared signaled the manager to hand the menu to Fiorella. 

The manager immediately handed the menu to Fiorella and said respectfully, “Ms. Fisher, please take a 

look at our menu.” 



“Okay.’ Fiorella looked up at the manager, then took the menu and glanced at Jared. “Since you insisted, 

I’ll order first.” 

Fiorella opened the menu and scanned it while the manager waited for her to order. She flipped the 

menu to the last page but did not order. 

do you need me to have some 

the menu down and looked at the manager. 

knew what Fiorella meant. He looked at the manager and said, “It’s normal for Ms. Fisher not to know 

what to order for the first time. Ordering the same dish as I 

manager let out a huge sigh of relief when Jared understood the situation he was in and 

He now felt the need to perfect his service in catering Jared. He scurried to 

the same 

“Yes.” 

Mr. Johnston’s wine. Go and serve it.“ The manager did not want things to 

Chapter 1254 

Fiorella noticed that Jared did not speak. She felt uncomfortable trying to keep the conversation going. 

‘I don’t like going to places where other people have been; she wondered if Jared had brought other 

people to the seats they were sitting at. 

“Mr. Johnston, have you ever been to the office after returning from your business trip?” Fiorella looked 

into his eyes and asked. Jared also looked into her eyes and said, “No.” 

The corners of Fiorella’s lips curled slightly, and she continued, “There are some things you may not 

have been aware of yet.” She looked at him pretending to be mysterious, which aroused his curiosity. 

“What’s wrong?” Jared was curious when he heard what she had said. Tve dedicated most of my time 

being at the company. What else possible could I not be aware of?’ 

as Fiorella was about to speak, the server came over 

looked at Fiorella, “Ms. Fisher, this is fine wine. Take a sip and 

get someone to 

retrieve the wine you have gifted me from you personally. Thank you, Mr. Johnston,” Fiorella toasted 

her wine glass and smiled slightly. Instead of telling him directly, she slowly picked up a knife and fork to 

Was she following Nicole?’ Jared looked at Fiorella calmly while 

was not surprised, knowing that Nicole could have 

into Jared’s eyes carefully. 



right,” Fiorella said 

not understand Fiorella’s intentions. ‘She hated Nicole so much. If 

her since you like her so much. I don’t want to see you being sad.” Fiorella stabbed a piece of 

Chapter 1255 

“Mr. Johnston, what are you thinking about? Are you thinking of who it might be that is trailing Nicole?” 

Fiorella asked while looking at Jared’s dazed expression. 

’How did you know, Ms. Fisher?” Jared asked after being brought into reality by Fiorella’s question. 

’I don’t but what I know is that Nicole had gone to Martin’s factory recently. Do you think this might be 

related to one another, Mr. Johnston?” Fiorella did not know why but she felt like it was related to one 

another. 

Jared heard Fiorella’s words and was brought into realization and said, ’ Thank you Ms. Fisher for telling 

me this. Today’s meal is on me. I have other things to do now, so I’ll be off.” 

“Mr. Johnston, I’ll consider this as you owing me a favor?” Fiorella did not stop him from leaving, instead 

looking at the direction Jared was in. 

Jared stopped in his tracks, and squinted at her and said, “Okay.” He strode out of the Blue Whale 

Restaurant, into his car and drove away. Meanwhile, Fiorella savored her food and wine which she did 

not get to finish the last time. She could not care less about whether Nicole was being followed or not. 

She only knew that Jared would be concerned about Nicole, and she would have the upper hand in this 

situation. 

Now, he owes me a favor. He would ask me for things and won’t easily 

Martin’s number while driving, “Are 

“Yeah.” 

simple exchange of words, Jared hung up the phone, stepped on the accelerator, 

he did not bother to check the status of the rebuilding. He made a beeline to 

Johnston, why are you in such a hurry? We can talk in my 

said when he 

’Okay.” 

Nicole and boarded the same flight?’ Martin’s 

of those you have fired met others?” Jared looked at 

Chapter 1256 

Jared could not tell Martin that Nicole was angry with him but watching Martin anxious made him even 

more anxious. 



“Maybe you can contact her,” Jared said while looking at Martin. 

“Me?” Martin looked at Jared in surprise, not understanding what he meant. 

“Hurry up and try to call her,” Jared ordered a dazed Martin. 

“Okay.” Martin quickly took out his phone and dialed Nicole’s number. Both Jared and Martin listened 

intently to the call tone, and after a long while, the call was answered. 

“Martin, what are you calling me for?” Nicole’s voice came from the phone. At that moment, the hearts 

of Jared and Martin felt lighter when they heard her voice. 

“Nicole, are you okay?” Martin asked with concern in his voice. 

doing quite well. Did something happen at the factory?” Nicole 

fine. I haven’t called you in such a long time, 

I in the 

to Martin. ’Yeah. Where are you now?” Martin asked according to Jared’s 

R&D center.” Nicole was 

recently?” Martin continued to ask according 

are you asking strange questions?” Nicole sensed that something was wrong with Martin and 

because of what happened in the factory recently, so I’m a little bit worried about you.” Martin finished 

speaking and 

of a way to rebuild the factory as soon 

when she was 

He also helped 

still has some conscience.” Nicole unconsciously complained. Martin did not expect Nicole to say such 

words and looked at Jared suspiciously, where 

any accomplices?” Nicole asked 

Chapter 1257 

“Who are you talking to?” Although Martin had lowered his voice, Nicole still heard some small voices. 

“What, no. Nicole, I have something to tell you,” Martin suddenly said righteously. 

“What’s up?” “I’ve got some news about the day you flew back. Someone followed you from the factory 

and got on the same flight as you. You have to be careful and keep a close eye on the situation around 

you,” Martin instructed, according to Jared’s words. 

“Someone has followed me abroad? All the way here?’ Nicole was a little surprised when she heard the 

news. She was too angry with Jared that day. She did not notice that someone was following her. “Is this 

reliable?” Nicole questioned. 



“Yeah, it’s reliable. Mr. Johnston told me.” Martin directly reported Jared’s name without thinking too 

much. 

stop him from saying it. Martin looked at Jared suspiciously and 

eyes at him and thought, ‘The cat’s out of 

anymore.’ “Jared?” 

Martin answered while looking into Jared’s eyes. Nicole suddenly remembered that she had missed 

Jared’s call just now and thought, ‘Did he call me earlier just to tell me about 

there?” Martin asked after not hearing Nicole’s response 

Jared come to the factory today?” Nicole asked Martin. Martin had turned the speakerphone on so 

Jared could hear Nicole. Martin looked at Jared and asked him how to answer. Jared typed down on his 

phone and Martin replied according to Jared’s words, “He already left.” “Oh. Martin…” Nicole wanted 

Martin to pass a message to Jared for her but suddenly 

safeguard the Beacon until I get back.’ “Is there anything else? If there’s nothing else, I have to get back 

to work.” “Okay, take care.” “Alright, bye.” After hanging up the phone, both Martin and Jared breathed 

out a sigh of relief at the same time. He looked at Jared and asked, “Mr. Johnston, why didn’t you tell 

Nicole directly?” “It doesn’t matter who says it. If there’s nothing else, I’ll be off now.” Jared left 

immediately after finishing his sentence. Just as Jared was about to leave, Martin said, “Mr. Johnston, 

when Nicole asked about 

looked at Jared, 

ancestors. There has been no news up until 

Chapter 1258 

Jared shook his head slightly and said, “From the looks of it, there might be some unknown danger at 

Nicole’s side at any given moment.” “I don’t think you should worry too much about it. Isn’t Nicole at 

the base? She should be safe there alongside Harvey and Kelly accompanying her. It shouldn’t be much 

of a problem,” Martin speculated. 

“Leave Nicole’s matter to me. There’s still a lot for you to worry about the factory but thank you.’ “Also, 

you have to protect yourself too. Just in case bad things happen at any time, given the current 

situation.” Jared looked into Martin’s eyes and reminded him. 

“You too.” Martin looked at Jared sincerely “I’ll be off now.” Jared walked downstairs after speaking. 

Max came over to Jared once he reached downstairs and greeted, “Mr. Johnston” “Follow me. Leave the 

matters here to Claus,” Jared ordered while glancing at the factory that was slowly getting rebuilt. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Max drove Jared to his villa, where Jared spent a long time in his study room pondering. He looked at 

Max and said, “There are two things you need to do.’ “One, investigate the recent movements of the 

McCarthy family and focus on investigating whether Lilly McCarthy has made any moves.’ “Second, 



immediately send someone abroad to protect Nicole secretly and at all costs not to let her get hurt or 

harmed.” “Yes, sir.” 

alone in his study 

on a Sunday morning, 

guilt in his heart, he knew she just came here to lead 

that chip more important than her health?’ Harvey pondered for a 

then picked up a sandwich 

this job. What are you working so hard for?” Harvey asked her puzzledly from the 

reminder. It was why she was desperate, ‘It is all because of him.’ “That’s not enough of a reason for you 

to work so hard on this. Do you even know who you are working for to meet the number of orders?” 

Harvey reminded her that she was already working hard for Scott Harmon, and it was not worth it at 

him and said, “Of course I know. Alright, off you 

some rest,” Harvey said before 

Chapter 1259 

 “Yes.” “Ms. Riddle, over here.” Nicole hurried over to another person calling her name. She looked at it 

and said, “Didn’t you use it the day before yesterday? It’s no wonder you kept getting it wrong. Have 

you rested well?” “I’m so sorry, Ms. Riddle. I’ll revise it right away.” Everyone has been working 

overtime these days, and he is indeed a little tired. 

“It’s alright.’ “Kelly, make some coffee for everyone to refresh ourselves,” Nicole looked at Kelly and 

ordered. 

“Okay.” “How many raw materials do we have?” Nicole asked. 

“Probably enough for three more experiments.” 

Nicole stroked her forehead and thought, ‘Three times was not enough. I think I have to ask Ike for some 

more.’ Nicole turned around and walked outside of the office. 

Nicole walking outside, and 

see Harvey and explained, “I’m going to find Ike.” “I’ll come with 

I think it’s better if you stay and help out in the office.” Nicole thought that there was no need to 

Nicole refused to let him follow,” Okay, if you need help. You must call me.” “Okay.” 

walked 

Ike saw a smile 

talk outside. I don’t want to disturb their work.” Ike 

talk,” Ike said while looking at 



Can you help me get some 

Chapter 1260 

When Nicole reached the doors of her office, Harvey saw her walking in and asked, “Did you not get it?” 

“Ike promised to help. Let’s wait for his news later in the afternoon.” After speaking, Nicole walked over 

to her desk to continue working. 

In Zane Spears’s organization, Carl had already finished preparations and was waiting for Zane’s order to 

let people on board. 

After a while, Zane Spears appeared in front of everyone. He glanced at everyone and said, “Your task 

this time is to protect Curley Corporation in Lanningbourg and eliminate all of The Raven members that 

are invading and have other malicious intentions.” “Yes, sir,” everyone said in unison. 

Zane glanced at everyone’s equipment, geared up with the Beacon, then set his eyes on Carl. He walked 

up to Carl and looked at him. “This task is extremely difficult due to the massive destruction of The 

Raven. There are only three production bases left for Curley Corporation. The production base in 

Lanningbourg is the largest and most comprehensive among the three, so you must protect it well and 

send the bravest ones to the battlefield if necessary “This is the authorized key given by Curley 

Corporation’s CEO. You have to keep it safe!” Zane placed a key into Carl’s hand and looked at him 

seriously. 

raised his head and looked at Zane with firm eyes and said, 

turned to look at everyone and ordered. Then he led the team onto the plane and flew into 

suffice for one experiment. Nicole glanced at the materials, raised her head to look 

get their lunch at the restaurant. Harvey came to Nicole’s side and said, “Let’s go eat.” “No, you go 

ahead. I don’t have much of an appetite.” Nicole looked disappointed, completely 

shameful to declare a 

not shameful, but it’s not the result that I wanted it to be.’ Nicole looked at 

all in aspects not cooperating. So, you do whatever it is you need to do, and it doesn’t matter if you 

succeed or not.” “When we return home, I will ensure my full support to you to 

enough.” Nicole looked into his eyes sincerely, with 

 


